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JUNE 2017
Pilot launches and runs  
through October 2017. 

Develop educational  
materials and website tool, 
WhatcomParkFinder.org 
with comprehensive data 
on our local parks as the 
foundational tool.

121 Parkscriptions

5 participating health 
practitioners

722 uses of  
WhatcomPark Finder.org  

2018
Whatcom County  
Parkscriptions program 
gains recognition regionally  
and nationally. 

Receive Murdock grant 
funding

Develop Comprehensive 
Diversity, Equity and  
Inclusion Plan.

In partnership with Park 
Rx America, providers can 
send park information to 
patients and patients can 
log their visits to the park. 

SPRING 2018
78 participating health  
care providers in a variety 
of specialties from mental 
health to family care. 

1,000+ Parkscriptions

150 parks visited, assessed 
and added to the database, 
WhatcomParkFinder.org

Posters and rack cards 
available in English  
and Spanish.

2016 to MAY 2017
News and scientific reviews 
about the positive effects 
of nature on general health 
and well-being spur the 
idea of a health program 
that is based on time  
spent in nature. 

Over local craft beers, the 
name, Parkscriptions, is 
settled on. 

Needs assessment, partner 
development and data 
collection begin.

The Parkscriptions Program
Parkscriptions is a program developed by Recreation 
Northwest in the model of ParksRx America. Initially, 
through partnership with health care providers — and 
today, via program offerings — Parkscriptions aims to 
encourage people to #GTFO (Get the Family Outside) 
so they can reap the many health benefits of time 
spent in nature. 

Over the last 6 years, the program has evolved, along 
with much learning. Ultimately, our focus remains in 
service to our mission: To promote outdoor recreation 
and bring people together to enjoy, preserve and 
improve the places where we play.

Being in Nature Has Many  
Health Benefits
Time in nature has demonstrated  
benefits for:

n Anxiety & Depression
n Attention-deficit /Hyperactivity  
 Disorder (ADHD)
n General Well-being
n Increasing Vitamin D
n Decreasing Blood Sugar for Diabetics

Parkscriptions Overview – A Summary Timeline of Our Parkscriptions Program

PROGRAM OVERVIEW &  
DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE

APRIL 28, 2019
Whatcom Parkscriptions 
Day – Headquarters at 
Zuanich Point Park. 

Countywide celebration  
of the outdoors with over 
15 events held throughout 
the day, including, Senior 
Center activities, mountain 
biking clinic, guided trail 
walks, Walk with a Doc, 
frisbee golf, bocce ball, 
forest bathing and more!

2019
Continue to develop and 
expand health care  
partnerships. 

Public health campaign 
launches. 

Window clings for  
providers.

Planning for Outdoor  
Recreation EXPO (May 
2020), with a health care 
‘alley’ for Parkscriptions 
providers. (Event was  
canceled due to COVID).

2021 AND BEYOND
Formal MOU with WWU  
for peer to peer nature  
navigation program.

Woodstock Farm nature 
tours continue.

Official move off of the 
ParksRx Platform.

Utilize 10-person  
Adventure Shuttle to  
transport participants to 
and from Woodstock Farm, 
for program opportunities.

2020
Partnership with City  
of Bellingham Parks and 
Recreation to make use of 
Woodstock Farm opens up 
new opportunities.

Work with WWU to  
develop a peer to peer  
nature immersion program.

Sehome Arboretum  
‘painted rocks’ scavenger 
hunt provided a self-guided, 
COVID-safe outdoor  
activity.
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WhatcomParkFinder.org was developed to serve as a resource for  
doctors in prescribing a park, with the best location and amenities, for 
their patient. 

Over 150 parks were visited and assessed for available amenities, trail 
condition, bus routes and more — and then were added to the database.

Print Materials including posters and rack cards (English and Spanish) 
were produced and distributed to local providers. 

2017 PARKSCRIPTIONS WEB TOOL  
& PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS

REFLECTIONS We were excited to be using the Parks RX platform as our ParkFinder tool and felt like we were 
connected to a larger community and movement. Our local partners were invested in trying to figure out how to 
integrate this program into their systems. We needed to make it as easy as taking a pill.

NEXT STEPS Stay on course with our plans to recruit and expand the program, leveraging all the planning and 
positive momentum we have going. 

2017 WRAP-UP
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OCTOBER 2018, Walk with a Doc

Sponsored by Humana, this event included an aerobic 
warm up, health care representatives, a walking group 
activity with two local doctors from Family Health Care 
Network, and bike buggy rides with the YMCA.

2018 COMMUNITY PARTNERS & 
WALK WITH A DOC

REFLECTIONS We felt like we were onto something but recruiting and retention were tough. Doctors were busy. 
It was difficult to add “one more thing” to their list of things to discuss with patients. Among our barriers, was 
the fact that we were trying to revolutionize the healthcare and insurance industries procedures and practices.  
In prescribing nature, we were ‘David’ in direct competition with the ‘Goliath’ of drug companies.

NEXT STEPS We looked at the landscape of the program and broke it into the three P’s: Parks — Providers —  
Programs. We had strong relationships with all sectors. We wanted to give visibility to our Parks and Programs  
to give Providers ready options to share. Furthermore, we hoped to expand the awareness of the program, and 
encourage patients to, “Ask Your Doctor Which Park is Right For YOU” via a Public Health Campaign. This was 
our evolving approach to engaging doctors and those in the healthcare industry.

2018 WRAP-UP

Community Support
Throughout 2018 we continued to make strides into expanding the program, and adding healthcare providers in a  
variety of specialties, including mental health, naturopathy, physical therapy, acupuncture, chiropractic and family 
medicine. Ultimately we grew from 5 providers to 50 within the last 6 months of 2018, thanks to the support of  
community partners like these.
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APRIL 2019, Whatcom Parkscriptions Day  
FREE hosted events, offering a variety of experiences, at popular public parks throughout Whatcom County,  
provided the opportunity for our community to reap the many proven health benefits of time spent in nature.   

2019

REFLECTIONS Our campaign got some traction but more was needed. People needed their hands held. We 
imagined, if we were able to offer more direct programs for the health care providers and activate the public in 
our parks, we could create experiences removing barriers for people. 

We realized that with the Park Finder platform, the collaborative development and customization for our audience 
we had hoped for was not a shared vision with Parks RX America. We admire and respect the work that Dr. Zarr 
and his team have accomplished. They offer this service to groups all over the country for FREE (including WA 
State Parks). We just wanted and needed more. 

NEXT STEPS Of the 3 Ps, we were just the glue bringing them together with our promotions. While listening to 
feedback we realized that our community had room for more outdoors programs. Moving into the next year, we 
set our sights internally to work on developing our own programs to get people outside. 

2019 WRAP-UP

WHATCOM
PARKSCRIPTIONS DAY
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2020

REFLECTIONS As the pandemic ravaged the rest of Recreation Northwest’s business, we were shown the  
answer is outdoors. We worked virtually with Western faculty and student interns to set a solid groundwork for 
creating a peer-to-peer program, leading people outdoors into local parks as “ “Nature Navigators”. We were 
proud to bring some value to an otherwise depressing year.

We worked in our stewardship site in Fairhaven Park to make the transition of our Native Plant Garden into a 
public space, with a gate and a bench. This bench installation project is the intersection of our Stewardship work 
and Parkscriptions programming. While taking care of our native plants, we are now also providing a place of 
solitude to soak in the sights and sounds of nature.

NEXT STEPS We looked to find ways to get small groups of people together outdoors. We would combine  
our Parkscriptions philosophy with new programming within local Bellingham Parks. Our new offerings would  
combine Outdoor Recreation and Nature Education for the public in our stewardship site and Native Plant  
garden in Fairhaven Park.

2020 WRAP-UP

PANDEMIC
PIVOT
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2021

REFLECTIONS With the generous support of an anonymous benefactor, we were excited to transition into a 
new set of Outdoor Recreation and Nature programming connecting Fairhaven Park and Woodstock Farm. 
Working with our primary partners at Bellingham Parks, we would work to create a fresh set of experiences  
for the public. We launched this program in July for the public. 

We also formalized our relationship with WWU Recreation Management and Leadership faculty with a MOU. 
Also added to our board of directors was Dr. Greg Anderson, Family Care Network and Dr. Jasmine Goodnow, 
WWU Professor.

NEXT STEPS We were off to a slow start with our new programs, so we are going to buckle down and dedicate 
ourselves to curriculum development and community planning. In our Fairhaven Park stewardship site, we are 
working with the Whatcom Coalition for Environmental Education to help develop outdoor nature education 
spaces for the public. We will continue to partner with Bellingham Parks to connect Fairhaven Park and  
Woodstock Farm through our programming. Our sights are set on Spring 2022.

2021 WRAP-UP

OUTDOOR RECREATION
CLASSES & TOURS

NATURE EDUCATION 
• Forest Immersion 
• Native Plant Identification 
• Birding

OUTDOOR SKILLS 
• Front and Backcountry skills 
• First Aid Basics

ADVENTURES 
• Hike to Woodstock Farm 
• Bike Bellingham Greenways 
• Park Tours… and more!


